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An automorphism CL of a von Neumann algebra M is called pointwise inner if for 
all q5~M*+ there is a unitary u E M such that q40 a= u&*. We analyse such 
automorphisms; in particular we show that if M is a factor of type III,, 0 < 1, < 1, 
with separable predual, then an automorphism c( is pointwise inner if and only if 
there are an inner automorphism y and an extended modular automorphism 6: in 
the sense of Connes and Takesaki, such that x = y 0 5:. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In our paper [7] we introduced two classes of automorphisms of von 
Neumann algebras. If c( E Aut(M) for a von Neumann algebra M, then CI 
was called pointwise inner if TV preserves unitary equivalence classes of 
normal states, i.e., if for all 4 in the positive part M,+ of the predual of A.!, 
there is u = u(4) in the unitary group U(M) of M such that 
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CI was called approximately pointwise inner if 2 preserves norm closures of 
unitary equivalence classes in M ,’ , i.e., if for all d E M,+ and E > 0 there is 
I( = ~(4, E) E U(M) such that 
The approximately pointwise inner automorphisms were studied to some 
extent in [7], while we only proved two results for the pointwise inner 
ones. One was that if M is semifinite with separable predual, then each 
pointwise inner automorphism of M is inner. This followed, as pointed out 
to us by V. Jones, from a result of Popa [9] on maximal abelian algebras. 
The other result was that each modular automorphism is pointwise inner. 
We shall in the present paper give a rather complete description of the 
pointwise inner automorphisms for factors M of type III,, 0 <i, < 1, with 
separable preduals. Our techniques rely heavily on the existence of faithful 
normal strictly semilinite lacunary weights of infinite multiplicity on such 
factors, hence we are unable to do anything in the III,-case. Let 4 be such 
a weight. Then we first show that an automorphism c1 of M is pointwise 
inner if and only if there is u E U(M) such that c( 3 Adv is &invariant, and 
~~oAdv/~~ = z-the identity map, where M, is the centralizer of 4. We then 
restrict attention to $-invariant CI’S for which @liLIrn = 1, and show that the 
group of such ~1’s i isomorphic to the unitary group of the center C, of 
M,. Furthermore, CI is inner if and only if its image is a coboundary with 
respect to the natural ergodic action induced on C,. This allows us to 
define an abelian cohomology group H’(Z, U(C,)) which is isomorphic to 
the quotient of the pointwise inner automorphisms by the inner ones. For 
example, this group is the circle group when M is of type III,, 0 < 2 < 1. 
If M is of type III0, H’(Z, U(C,)) can also be described as the quotient of 
the closure of the inner automorphisms of M implemented by unitaries in 
C, by the inner automorphisms in this group. 
In [7] we showed that each C(E Aut(M) has a natural extension to an 
automorphism E of the crossed product M x,m R. It was shown that CI is 
approximately pointwise inner if and only if E is the identity on the center 
of Mx,~ R. In Section 5 we show that a is pointwise inner if and only if a 
is inner. Furthermore, it follows from this that the pointwise inner 
automorphisms are exactly those of the form Ad u 0 6: with u E U(M) and 
5: the extended modular automorphism of M defined by a dominant 
weight and a cocycle c in the flow of weights, as defined by Connes and 
Takesaki in [4]. This gives in particular a new proof of the isomorphism 
between H’(Z, U(C,)) and H’(F”) proved in [4, Appendix] (see also 
C131). 
Finally we show in Section 6 that in the nonseparable case the situation 
is quite different; indeed for some factors of type II, there are pointwise 
inner automorphisms which are outer. 
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In the Appendix due to C. Sutherland it will be shown that in the 
II&,-case the cohomology group H’(h, U(C,)), and hence ZZ’(F”), is 
nonsmooth in its natural Bore1 structure, hence is a very big space. 
2. WEIGHTS AND AUTOMORPHISMS 
Recall that a faithful normal weight 4 on a von Neumann algebra is 
called strictly semifinite if its restriction to its centralizer is a semifinite 
trace, cf. [2, Definition 3.151. Throughout this section, M will be a von 
Neumann algebra. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let 4 be a strictly semljinite faithful normal weight on M 
and a a pointwise inner automorphism on M. Then there is u E U(M) such 
that q3 0 a = u&*. 
ProoJ Since 4 is strictly semifinite there is an orthogonal family (ek)k E I 
of projections in M, with sum 1 such that 4(ek) < co, k E Z. Let tik = 4(ek . ). 
Then d=CkEIdk and SUPP(&)= ek. Since a is pointwise inner there is 
for each kE Z, uk E U(M) such that $k’a = Uk$+kUz. Then K1(ek) = 
supp((bkoa)=ukeku,*. Let u=c kc, ukek. Then a straightforward computa- 
tion shows that u E U(M), and, since ek E M, for all k E Z, it follows that for 
XEM+ we have 
d(“*xu) = 1 6(ekUk*XUk) 
kcl 
= c UkdkUk*(X) 
kcl 
=F,dkoatx) 
E 
= cj 0 a(x). Q.E.D. 
If M is semitinite with separable predual every pointwise inner 
automorphism of M is inner by [7, Proposition 12.51. In the nonseparable 
case we can only show the following. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose T is a faithful normal semtyinite trace on M. Then 
a E Aut(M) is pointwise inner if and only if for all x E M+ n L’(M, z) there 
is u = u(x) E U(M) such that a(x) = uxu*. 
ProoJ: Suppose a is pointwise inner, and let x E M+ n L’(M, z). Let 
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d=t(.x.). Then qb~M*+, so there is u E U(M) such that C#J 3 L-Y ~’ = u&*. By 
Lemma 2.1, T is a-invariant; hence if y E M+, we have 
z(r(x) y) = z(xa l(y)) = #(a--‘(y)) = $b(u*yu) 
= r(xu*yu) = T(uxu*y). 
It follows that a(x) = UXU*. 
Conversely suppose such a u exists for each x E M+ n Z.,’ (M, r). Let 
4-q, and let h = dq5/dz E Ll(M, z)+. Then h is self-adjoint, and we put 
where xE is the characteristic function of a set E. By hypothesis there is 
U, E U(M) such that u,h,u,* = cc-‘(h,), n E N u (0). Let 
v,=a-‘(x [n,n+ l,(h)) ~nX[n,n+ l,(h), 
and let u = C,“=e v,. Then an easy computation shows u is unitary and 
z&u* = CI -l(h). By assumption on CI, it is clear that r is a-invariant on the 
ideal generated by M+ n L’(M, r). Hence, if y E M+ then 
=+r’(h)y)=T(uhu*y)=z(hu*yu) 
= d(u*Yu), 
proving that tl is pointwise inner. Q.E.D. 
Recall that a faithful normal state or weight q3 is called lacunary if 1 is 
an isolated point of the spectrum Sp(d,) of the modular operator A,, i.e., 
there exists ;1 E (0, 1) such that 
(1) 
It is a folklore result that a faithful normal semifinite lacunary weight is 
strictly semilinite. Since the result does not seem to exist in the literature 
and it will make the rest of our discussion look nicer, we include a proof. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let q5 be a faithful normal semijinite lacunary weight on M. 
Then C$ is strictly semifinite. 
Proof Choose A E (0, 1) such that 
SP(d,) f-l (A l/A) = { 1). 
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Put c( = log( l/n). Since the Arveson spectrum of the automorphism group 
(af)t~ R is 
log(Sp&) - (O))? 
cf. [2, Lemma 3.2.21 it follows that iff E L’(R) and supp(f) c ( - CI, ~1) then 
for all x E M. 
is in the spectral subspace of M corresponding to (0); i.e., it is in the fixed 
point algebra M, of a$. We may choose f to be a positive continuous 
function such that j?oo f(t) dt = 1, and supp(f) c ( -01, c(). Put 
E(x)=~~ n?(x) f(t) dt. 
-cc 
Then by the above remarks, E is a normal projection of M onto M,. 
Moreover, E is positive and E(axb) = aE(x)b, a, b E M,, x E M, so that E 
is a conditional expectation of M onto M,. Since 4 is normal we can 
choose an increasing net { di}itJ of positive normal functionals on M such 
that 
4(x) = sup 40) XEM+. 
iGJ 
Hence for xtzM+, 
= 
s m $M’(x)) f(t) dt -32 
Note that sup and j can be exchanged also if J is uncountable, because 
t -+ ~$~(@+(x)) f(t  form an increasing family of continuous functions on [w. 
Since +5 0E= 4 it follows from [2, 3.1.41 that q5 is strictly semifinite. Q.E.D. 
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In the rest of this section we shall show that the conclusion of 
Lemma 2.1 holds true for 4 lacunary whenever z is approximately 
pointwise inner. If 4E n/r: is faithful we denote by I/ /Ii the norm 
JIxIJg = qqx*np2. 
LEMMA 2.4. Suppose ~,4 is u ,fadful normal lucunary state on M. Let 
u E U(M). Then there exists v E U(M,) such that 
IIV- uIl( d K,Z II”du* -411 “4, 
where Kj. = (6/( 1 - A”2))‘f2, and 2 satis$es (1 ). 
Proof: By Araki’s generalization of an inequality of Powers and the 
second author Cl] we have 
IlUJd uJ,5, - t, II 6 IIz&* - $4 1’2, 
where we have represented A4 in the GNS-representation due to 4, and J, 
is the conjugation such that x*(~ = J, A~‘*x~~, x E hf. The left side can be 
written as 
lIdm-J6u*J45,11 = lI(1 -A;‘2)d411. 
By assumption on Sp(A,) we have for t E Sp(A,) - { 1 }, 
It’12-113min(l-~1i2,~~“2-1}=1-~~1/2. 
Choose a continuous real function S on R + such that f( 1) = 1, f(t) = 0 for 
t E Sp(A,) - { 1 }, By spectral theory the operator P, = f(A,) is the projec- 
tion on the eigenspace 1 for A,, and by the above inequality we have 
1 
If(t)- v<(l -12,,2)2 lt”2- lJ2, tE WA,). 
It follows that 
1 
Il(~(~,)-l)~i”,l12~~1_~,,2~z II(~;‘2-Wt,l12 
1 
y1 -lL,,*)* lIud~*-4ll~ 
Let E, denote the &invariant normal conditional expectation of M onto 
M,. Then we have 
P&5,) = qx)5@ XEM, 
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see, e.g., [5, Theorem 11. It thus follows that 
1 
lIcq4 - e&Al2 6 (1 cA,,2)2 lb&* - lbll 
Put E = II(EJu) - u)t, 11. Since II 1 -P, 11 d 1, we have E < 1. Now M, is a 
finite von Neumann algebra. Hence there is u E U(M,) such that the polar 
decomposition for E&u) is given by 
J%(u) = u I~&4 
Put h=IE,(u)l. Then O<h<l, so that h*+(1--/~)~<1, whence 
ll~~-~~5~ll2~~-llh5~lI2=~-))E~(u)5~/I2~l-(l-&)2~22E. 
It follows that 
II&j - u&b II G IIf& - c&)~,ll + 6 
= Il4h-l)r,II +E 
6 (2&p + & 
< (6.~)~‘~. 
Since E Q (l/( 1 - k”‘)) ((U&L* - (bll ‘I*, we conclude that 
Q.E.D. 
We recall from [7] that if 4, I/I E Ml then 4 - $ if there is a sequence 
(u,) c U(M) such that lim, _ o. 114 - u,$u,* (( = 0. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let d, and $ be faithful normal states on A4 such that q5 N I/I. 
If q5 is lacunary then there is u E U(M) such that u&* = I,$. 
Proof. Choose A E (0, 1) such that Sp(d,) n (A, 1-l) = {l}. Choose 
u, E U(M) such that 
l\u,$h,*-$Il <2-4”. 
Put #n=un&n* and u,=u,+,u,*, HEN. Then 
%4n~,Y=dn+l. 
Furthermore, since IId,+, - 4, (I < 2-4”+ 2p4(“+ ‘)< 2 .2p4n, we have 
Ilv,d,C -$&II < 2. 2-4n. 
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Put K,, = (6/( 1 - ;u”‘))“’ as in Lemma 2.4. Since Sp(n,J = Sp(d,) there 
exists, by Lemma 2.4, \v,, E I/(M,,J such that 
)/~‘,,~~,I18,,<2’,~Kj,2 ‘I. 
Put s, = u,, w,T E U(M). Since r~,~ E U( M,J we have 
lb,,- u,“= l14--w,Il&<2’~4KJ n. 
Also since M’, E U(M,J 
~,hP,* = u,d,,v,* = d,+ I > nEN. 
Define recursively t,, E U(M) by 
t, = u, 
tn=s,,-, ‘..S]UI, n 3 2. 
Then we have by induction 
Using this we have 
Ilt n+l -tnl/(= Ilbn- 1) 4/y 
=d(43s,- I)* bn- l)t,) 
= O,((.y, - I)* (Jr, - 1)) 
= IIS, - 1 II&, 
< 2’j4K. 2-“. 1. 
Since 4 is faithful, (t,) is a Cauchy sequence in the strong topology on the 
unit ball in M, hence there is an isometry u E M such that t, + u strongly. 
For x E A4 we have 
Icl(x) = !ir”, d,(x) 
= lim d(l,*xt,) 
n-cc 
= lim W,tr, f,&d ,I - 2 
= (~~u5qs~ d&l 
= qqu*xu), 
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i.e., * = u&*. Since + is faithful and u*u= 1, we have 12 Il/(uu*) = 
d(u*uu*u) = & 1) = 1, so that uu* = 1, whence u is unitary. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Suppose a E Aut(M) is approximately pointwise inner. 
Suppose q4 is a faithful normal semifinite lacunary weight on M. Then there 
is UE U(M) such that 
Proof: If I$ is bounded we may assume d is a state, and the proposition 
follows from Lemma 2.5. 
Suppose 4 is unbounded. Since 4 is strictly semifinite by Lemma 2.3 
there is a family (P~)~~, of orthogonal projections in M, with sum 1 such 
that &pi) < 00 for all i. Notice that each pi is cr-finite having finite value 
under 4. Since a is approximately pointwise inner, if $ E M,+, then $0 a - $ 
[7, 12.3 (4)], whence the support projections supp($oa)-supp($) in M 
by [7, Theorem 2.21. In particular, a(pi) - pi for all i. Thus if we compose 
a by an inner automorphism, we may assume a(p,) = pi, i~1, whence a 
restricts to an automorphism of piMpI, which is also approximately 
pointwise inner [7, Theorem 2.21. Furthermore, we have 
hence by Lemma 2.5 there exists ui E M with uTui = u~D,* =pi such that 
where we have used that pi E M,, r, since a(p,) = p, EM,. Put u = Cit, u,. 
Then u E U(M) and U&J* = 4 0 a. Q.E.D. 
3. FACTORS OF TYPE III,, 0 <A< 1, WITH SEPARABLE PREDUAL 
Throughout this section M will denote a factor of type IIIj., 0 6 A< 1, 
with separable predual. By [2, Theorem 4.3.2 and Lemma 5.3.21 there 
exists a faithful normal strictly semifinite lacunary weight 4 with infinite 
multiplicity on M. Then M, is of type II,. By [2, p. 2381 there is a unitary 
operator U E M(a), ( 1, co)) such that UM, U* = M,, and M, and U 
together generate M. Indeed M can be identified with the crossed product 
M#x~Z, where 0=Ad UI,,. Moreover, by [2, p. 2411, U is unique 
modulo M,, and there is a unique element p of the center C, of M, such 
that U*~~U=&I. ). Furthermore, Obp < ,&,< 1 for some &E R. Using 
this notation we have: 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let u~Aut(M). Then a is pointM)ise inner lf’md only lf‘ 
there is v E U(M) such that 4 is a c Ad v-invariant and a s Ad v 1 Mm = l-the 
identity map. 
Proof Assume c( is pointwise inner. By Lemma 2.1 there is u E U(M) 
such that 4 0 CI = u&*. Thus if we replace c( by r o Ad u we may, and do, 
assume 4 0 tl = 4. Let h E Ml with d(h) < r;o. Choose positive real numbers 
a, b such that k = ah + bl satisfies p d E,,d k < 1. If we can show there is 
UE U(M) such that a(k) = u*ku then also a(h) = u*hu. Since 4 is 
a-invariant, a(M,) = M,, i.e., aJ M( E Aut(M,). Since the commutant of k in 
M, equals the commutant of h in M,, it follows that the weight qS(k . ) is 
strictly semifinite. Thus by Lemma 2.1 there is UE U(M) such that 
4(ka&(x))=&kuxu*), XEM+, or by the a-invariance of 4, &a(k)x) = 
d(kuxu*), x E M+. Since p < & 1 <k < 1, p <a(k) < 1 as well. Then by [4, 
Lemma 1.2.6(c)] applied to the weights qS(k. ) and qS(a(k) . ) we have 
UEMd. Thus 4(a(k). ) = d(u*ku ). In particular, this holds for the 
restriction to M,, hence a(k) = u*ku, and so a(h) = u*hu. By Lemma 2.2, 
CII Mm is pointwise inner, whence al,, is inner by [7, Proposition 12.51. 
Let VE U(M,) satisfy ~11~~ =Ad v*jMm. Then a0 Ad vlMm= z, proving the 
necessity. 
To prove the converse we may assume XI Mm = z and 4 0 a = 4. Let E be 
the unique bounded &invariant faithful normal conditional expectation of 
M onto M,. Let + E MC. Assume first that there is hqM$ such that 
$(x) = &hE(x)), x EM. Since CIJ Mm = z, E = a 0 E, and by uniqueness of E, 
a0 E = Eta, whence II, 0 a = $. In the general case there are, by [4, 
Theorem 1.2.21, h E Ml and w E U(M) such that $0 Ad w(x) = d(hE(x)), 
XEE. By the above $oAd wca=$oAd w. Since Ad w~a=cc~Ad~~‘(w), 
we have 
Ic/ osr~Adcx~‘(w)=$oAdw 
or I/ o a = $ o Ad(wa ~ ‘(w*)). Since $ was arbitrary in Mz, a is pointwise 
inner. Q.E.D. 
We denote by Aut,(M) the subgroup of Aut(M), 
Aut,(M)= {aEAut(M): $~a=& a],,=~). 
By Theorem 3.1 Aut,(M) is a subgroup of the group of pointwise inner 
automorphisms. 
THEOREM 3.2. (1) The map a + w, = a( U) U* is an isomorphism of 
Aut,(M) onto U(C,). 
(2) If a E Aut,(M) then a is inner fund only if w, is a Gcoboundary, 
i.e., there is v E lJ(C,) such that W, = vO(v)*, where 8 = Ad (II Mm. 
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Proof. (1) Let c( E Aut,(M) and x E M,. Then 
w,x = a(U) u*x = a(U) u*xuu* = a( U( u*xu)) u* 
= xa( U) II* = xw,. 
Thus w, E Mb n M, which is equal to C, by [2, Lemma 4.2.31 and [4, 
Corollary 1.2.101. Thus W,E U(C,). If CY, fl~Aut,(M) then 
whence the map tl -+ w, is a homomorphism. If w, = w, then U( (I) = /3(U). 
Since C((Mm=/I]M,= I, and U and M, generate M, CY = p. Thus the map is 
injective. 
To show surjectivity let w E U(C,). Let w, = w, and for n E Z define w, by 
the formula 
W n-len-‘(w), nb2 w,= 
w, + 1 @Yw)*, n GO. 
Then n + w, is a &cocycle, and we have the formulas: 
W m+n = w,~ncw,), n,mEZ (1) 
w,= we(w). ..P’(w), nEN (2) 
W -n = e -I(W)* 8 -*tw)*. . .e-yw)*, neN. (3) 
Let A denote the *-algebra of finite sums 1 x, U”, x, E M, and define a 
mapcc,.:A+A by 
From (1) it is easy to show m, is multiplicative. From (2) and (3) we 
obtain e”(w-,)* = w, or w-, = &‘(w,), from which it follows that CI, is 
*-preserving and thus a *-automorphism of A. 
Let h E Ml be an operator such that o = d(h . ) is a faithful normal state 
on M. Then w(xU”) = 0 for x E M, and n # 0, hence wlA is cr,-invariant. 
Thus CI,. is unitarily implemented in the GNS-representation rr, of WI A; 
hence ~1, extends by continuity to the weak closure. Since w is normal and 
faithful rc, extends to an isomorphism of A4 onto n,(A) ~. Thus tl, extends 
to an automorphism c( of M. By construction cr~Aut+(M) and w,= w. 
Thus c( -+ w, is surjective; hence it is an isomorphism of Aut,(M) onto 
WC,). 
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(2) suppose M‘, = OH(o)* is a coboundary with u E U(C,). Then 
Ad v( CJ) = vUv* = v~(v)* U = M’, U, and Ad v/ 4,J = 1. Thus Ad r E Aut,(M) 
and is equal to a by uniqueness, whence z is inner. 
Conversely, if a = Ad v, 1: E U(M) then 4 :a c( = 4 implies z? E M, and, since 
c~(~~=z, VEM~~M,=C~. Thus u’,=cr(U)U*=~@u)* with VEU(C~). 
Q.E.D. 
Recall from [7, Proposition 12.61 that each modular automorphism is 
pointwise inner. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let M he qf‘ type HZ,, 0 < i < 1, with separable predual 
and let c( E Aut(M). Then CI is pointwise inner if and only if there are t E 58 
and u E U(M) such that cy = a! 0 Ad u. 
Proof: Let 4 be a generalized trace of M [2, Definition 4.3.11. Then 
C, = G 1, hence U(C,) = U, and so Aut,(M) N U, and the only 
6-coboundary is 1. Since A4 is of type III j., a? is outer for t $2n/log j, Z. 
Thus if w, = af( U) ZJ*, then M?, # 1 if and only if t 4 27c/log 2Z. Since aI is 
continuous and periodic, the range of t -+ w, is the whole circle T. It then 
follows from Theorem 3.2 that a E Aut,(M) if and only if c( = at for some 
t, and hence by Theorem 3.1 that a is pointwise inner if and only if M = 
at 0 Ad u for some t E I?& u E U(M). Q.E.D. 
4. COHOMOLOCY 
We show in the present section that the pointwise inner automorphisms 
modulo the inner can be described as a cohomology group H’(Z, U(C,)). 
We retain the notation introduced in Section 3. As remarked in the proof 
of Theorem 3.2 each w E U( C,) defines a @cocycle, and conversely each 
&cocycle ( w,), E a is uniquely determined by w, . Since U( C,) is an abelian 
group, this association defines a multiplicative isomorphism 
y: WC,) + Z’(& U(C,)) 
onto the multiplicative group of &cocycles in U(C,). Let B’(Z, U(C,)) be 
the image under y of the &coboundaries u&v)*, v E U(C,). By Theorem 3.2, 
B’(Z, U(C,)) is the image in Z’(Z, U(C,)) of the inner automorphisms in 
Aut,(M) under the composition c1-+ w, + y(w,). Let H’(Z, U(C,)) be the 
cohomology group 
ff’(.c U(C,)) = z’v, uC#w, U(C,)h 
and let E be the canonical homomorphism 
E: Aut(M) -+ Aut(M)/Int(M) = Out(M), 
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where Int(M) denotes the inner automorphisms. Summarizing, we have 
proved: 
LEMMA 4.1. There is a natural isomorphism 
@ut,(M)) = H’(Z, WC,)) 
induced by the composition c1+ w, -+ y(w,). 
Denote by 
Pt Int(M) = (LX E Aut(M): a is pointwise inner}. 
By Theorem 3.1, 
s(Pt Int(A4)) = s(Aut$(M)). 
Since s(Pt Int(M)) is independent of the weight 4 we have by use of 
Lemma 4.1: 
PROPOSITION 4.2. The cohomology group H’(Z, U(C,)) is independent of 
the lacunary weight 4, and we have an isomorphism 
E(Pt ht(M)) N_ H’(Z, u(c$)) 
If we apply this to the generalized trace in a III,-factor we obtain from 
the proof of Corollary 3.3. 
COROLLARY 4.3. If M is of type III j., 0 < A < 1, then 
H’(Z, U(C,)) N T. 
If M is of type III, we can give an alternative description of 
s(Pt Int(M)). We denote by 
Int,(M) = (Ad w E Aut(M): w E U(C,)}. 
We denote by Int,,(M) the closure of Intc,(M) in Aut(M), where Aut(M) 
has the topology of pointwise norm convergence in M,. 
THEOREM 4.4. Suppose M is of type IZZO, and let a E Aut(M). Then 
CI E Aut,(M) if and only if a E Int,,(M). 
Proof. Suppose CI E Aut,(M). Since A4 is of type III,, C, is purely non- 
atomic hence isomorphic to L”( [0, 11, p) for a nonatomic measure p, and 
0 corresponds to an ergodic nonsingular transformation leaving p quasi- 
invariant. By the alternate form of the Rokhlin lemma, see [12, p. 121, 
there is a sequence (v,) in U(C,) such that v,Q(t1,)* + w, strongly. The 
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strong convergence follows, since in the Rokhlin lemma the convergence in 
L’X is the one induced by L’-convergence. Thus Ad z’,,(U) + c(( U) strongly. 
Since M is generated by sums Ckt 1 X~ U”, si, E M,, and Ad L’,, / M, = 
crl,, = i, it follows that c( = lim,, Ad v, in Am(M), i.e., 2 E Int,,(M). 
Conversely suppose CI E Int(C+). Let (v,,) be a sequence in U(C,) such 
that Ad v,, -+ CI in Aut(M). If x E M, then U(X) = lim,, v,,xv,* =.Y, so rxl Mm = I. 
But then as in the proof of Theorem 3.2, MI, = CI( U) U* E U(C,), hence 
a(Un) = w, U” with w, E U(C,), n E .Z, hence 4 is z-invariant and 
c( E Am,(M). Q.E.D. 
If we combine this result with Lemma 4.1 and Proposition 4.2 we have: 
COROLLARY 4.5. Suppose M is qf type III”. Then Int,.,(M)/Intc,(M) is 
independent of the weight q5, und we have an isomorphism 
E(Pt Int(M)) ‘v Int,,(M)/Int,,(M). 
If we combine Theorems 3.1 and 4.4 we find: 
COROLLARY 4.6. Suppose M is of type IIZO. Then every pointwise inner 
automorphism oj~ M is approximately inner. 
Remark 4.7. Corollary 4.6 is an extension of a result of Connes [3, 
Proposition 3.91 in which he showed that all modular automorphisms of 
M are approximately inner. Indeed by [7, Proposition 12.61 all modular 
automorphisms are pointwise inner. 
Remark 4.8. In the Appendix C. Sutherland will show that in its 
natural Bore1 structure H’(Z, U(C,)) is a nonsmooth Bore1 space. This 
can be used to show that in at least some cases there exist pointwise 
inner automorphisms which are not of the form g:oAd U. Indeed, let M 
be of type ITT0 with T(M) a closed subgroup of Iw. Then E( {cJ~: 
tE R}) 2 [W/T(M), which is smooth by the assumption on T(M), hence 
E({G~: tE[W})#a(Pt Int(M)). 
5. THE CONTINUOUS CROSSED PRODUCT 
Let M be a von Neumann algebra acting on a Hilbert space H. Let o 
be a faithful normal semifinite weight on M with modular group cw. Then 
the crossed product N = M x c,U [w is the von Neumann algebra acting on 
L2(Iw, H) generated by operators X(X), x E M, and l(t), t E Iw, defined as 
follows 
(ox)<) = C,(x) 5(s), ~EL~(@ H) 
(J4t)t)(s) = cr(s - t), SER. 
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n is a representation of A4 into N and ,I is a unitary representation of IF! in 
N implementing CF. The dual automorphism group 8 of ew on N is the 
automorphism group determined by 
e,(G)) =4x), XEM 
e,s(n(t)) = e-‘“‘A(r), s, t E R. 
Then n(M) is the fixed point algebra of 8. By [6] there is a faithful normal 
semifinite operator valued weight T of N on rc(M) given by 
T(Y) = lrn B,(Y) 4 
-cc 
where ds denotes the Lebesgue measure on R. Then for any normal semi- 
finite weight 4 on M its dual weight $ on N is given by 
~$=qb7c-~o T. 
By [ 14, Lemma 8.23 there is a positive self-adjoint operator h affiliated 
with N such that I(t) = hi’, and the weight f defined by 
~(Y)=w-‘.Y), YEN+, 
is a faithful normal semifinite trace on N such that 
zoOs=eesz, SER. 
T is called the canonical trace on N. 
By [ 14, Propositions 3.5 and 4.21 this construction is independent of the 
weight o up to isomorphism. Let tl E Aut(M). By [7, Proposition 12.11 
there exists a unique automorphism EeAut(N) such that 
g(e)) = 44x)), XEM 
qqs)) = 7c( D, 0 cl-l: D(W)),) l(s), SER. 
We want to remark that a also has an abstract characterization, which is 
a converse to [7, Proposition 12.21. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let CI E Aut( M). Then E is the unique automorphism of N 
such that 
a(+)) = 44x)), XEM, 
B~6,=tlsOE, SER, 
TOa=t. 
5X0/92/1-13 
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Proqf: Suppose E, and jiz both satisfy the three conditions of the 
lemma, c(i) a, E Aut(M). Put fl= Ez ’ J d,. Then fl E Aut(N), and 
B(N-xl) = 4x1, XE M, 
a c 0, = 0.7 oB, SER, 
z:a/?=r 
The second formula implies that fl commutes with the operator valued 
weight T defined above. By the first formula z-‘( /3(v)) = z-‘(y) for 
y E z(M), so that 
&p=(jjO+ oTofl=~o~--~sT=& 
Since also zofl= r, the Radon-Nikodym derivative dG/dr is b-invariant. 
But n(t) = (dG/dz)“. Hence j3 acts trivially on z(x), x E M, and n(t), t E [w, 
i.e., b is the identity on N, proving the uniqueness of 6. Q.E.D. 
It was shown in [7, Theorem 12.41 that c( is approximately pointwise 
inner if and only if 21 ZCNj = z, where Z(N) denotes the center of N. We shall 
in the present section be concerned with the case when CI is pointwise inner. 
Notice that if CI = Ad u is inner then by Lemma 5.1, 
& = Ad n(u) E Int(N). 
We should remark that it follows from Lemma 5.1 that if C$ and w are 
faithful normal semilinite weights, and x is the isomorphism of M x,~ [w 
onto Mx,, Iw constructed in [ 14, Proposition 3.51 then x carries the 
automorphism d defined with respect o A4 x,4 Iw onto the one defined with 
respect o M x ,+ [w. Thus in order to show d is inner, it suffices to do this 
in Aut (Mx,r [w) for some suitably chosen 4. 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose M is a factor qf type IZI1, 0 d A< 1, with 
separable predual, and let c( E Aut(M). Then CI is pointwise inner if and only 
if C? is inner on N. 
We first prove a lemma. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let 4 be a faithful normal semifinite weight on a von 
Neumann algebra M. Put N = M x,4 F% and let 4 be the dual weight of 4 on 
N. Then the centralizer N$ of 7 is generated by 7t(Mg) and n(R), i.e., 
Prooj It is clear that the von Neumann algebra generated by rc(MI) 
and n(lR) is contained in NJ. To prove the converse inclusion, note first 
that N is contained in M 6 B(L2(R)) with the usual identification of 
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L*(R, H) and H@L’(R). Let Tr be the trace on B(L2(R)) and put 
o=d@Tr. Then 
0: = of 0 i&L2(Iw)). 
One checks easily that 
(Tr;l(4x)) = 4C(X))? XEM, 
ay(qs)) = @I, SER. 
Hence op maps N into itself and the restriction of a: to N coincides with 
af. Since the centralizer of o is M, 6 B(L’(R)), 
M, = Nn (M, 6 B(L2(R))). 
Since also U! = Ad,(A(t)), we have 
A46 c (M, 63 B(L’(R))) n A(W)‘. 
But n(t) = 10 1(t), where I(t) denotes the left translation by t on L2(R). 
The von Neumann algebra A generated by I(R) is a maximal abelian sub- 
algebra of B(L*(R)) isomorphic to L”(R). Hence 
Nmdf,@AA’=M&A. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.3, because M, &I A is the von 
Neumann algebra generated by II and n(R). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. We first assume c( is pointwise inner. 
Let 4 and U be as in section 3 and let fi = Ad K(U) E Aut(N). Then 
fl(n(M,)) = x(M,), and since by Theorem 3.2, O$ U) = w, U, w, E U(C,), 
l(t)7c(U)L(-t)=7c(w,)n(U) or P(4t)) = NW,)* J(t), 
it follows from Lemma 5.3 that /?(Nz) = NJ. By [2, p. 2411 there is p E C, 
such that 0 6 p < & < 1 for some 2, E R and dU = Q)(p . ). Let h, = d$/&. 
.Then if x E N+ n L’(N, 7), we have 
7(B-‘(h,)x) = G&x)) 
= dc P(x)) 
= don. -1 cc 
(s 
es(S(x)) ds 
=(Urr’(T(x)) U*) 
> 
=~(P-‘V(XN) 
= 7(h,O)x). 
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Note that by Lemma 5.3, 71(p) E Z(N$). Since h, is affiliated with Z(Ng) so 
therefore is rr(p)h,. Since .Y above is arbitrary, 
By [ 11, 23.131 there is a projection e E Z(NJ) such that C,, z B”(e) = 1. 
We assert that if UE U(Z(N$)) then u is a fl-coboundary. Indeed, let 
Z,, = e,Z(iVJ), where e, = /F(e), and let b,, = e,b for b E Z(N$). Put recur- 
sively, 
Since p(Z,) = Z, + , , w, E Z,, n E Z. Computing, we have for w = C, E B w,, 
d(w)*= f (W-np(w~.~l)*)+woP(“~I)*+ f (w,P(w,-l)*) 
?I=1 n=l 
proving the assertion. 
Now consider a E Aut(A4) which is pointwise inner. By Theorem 3.1, 
there is v E U(M) such that 0 is CI 0 Ad v-invariant and CI 0 Ad UI Mm = z. Since 
(Ad v)- E Int(N) we may thus replace CI by a 0 Ad v and assume 
ct E Aut,(M). Let, as in Theorem 3.2, w, = a(U) U* E U(C,). By Lemma 5.3 
n(w,) E Z(Ni), hence is a /Gcoboundary by the previous paragraph. Let 
v E U(Z(N$)) satisfy rr(w,) = z@(v)*. Then we have 
wc( u)v* = v7c( U) u*n( u)* n(U) 
= vj?(v*) n(U) = 7T(w, U) 
= 5(7L(U)). 
Since Ad u/,,,~ =I = El Nj, and N is generated by NJ and rc( U) by Lemma 5.3, 
E = Ad u E Int(N). 
Conversely assume c E Int(N). Let d be a faithful normal strictly semi- 
finite lacunary weight of infinite multiplicity on M. By [7, Theorem 12.41, 
ct is approximately pointwise inner; so by Proposition 2.6 there is u E U(M) 
such that 0 o c1= zc&*. Again we may replace CI by c( 0 Ad u and assume q% is
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a-invariant. Say t? = Ad u, v E U(N). Since $ = $0 71~ ’ 0 T, Lemma 5.1 shows 
$ is I-invariant; hence v E N$. By Lemma 5.3, Nm = M, 6j L”(R, dx); 
hence we may write 
Ng = j- @ M,(t) dt, 
R 
where M,(t) = M,. In particular, 
I 
0 
v= v, dt, V,EM,, ZER. 
R 
Let XEM~. Then since X(X) = x @ 1, 
I 
0 
7c(X) = x, dt, x, = x, t E R. 
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Hence we have 
7c(cf(X)) = 6(71(X)) =wL(x)v* = j” v,xv: dt. 
R 
Since U(X) E M,, n(a(x)) = IX(X) 0 1, hence v,xv: = a(x), a.e. It follows that 
there is w E U(M,) such that wxw* = U(X). Since this holds for all x E Ml, 
LX[,,,,~ is pointwise inner by Lemma 2.2, and so, by [7, Proposition 12.51, 
c(( ,,+ is inner. Say al Mm = Ad ~1 Mm, u E U(M,). Then c( 0 Ad U* E Aut,(M), so 
a is pointwise inner by Theorem 3.1. Q.E.D. 
For the following we refer to [4]. Let M be an infinite factor with 
separable predual. Let o be a dominant weight, and M = M, x BO [w be the 
continuous crossed product decomposition of M with respect to the 
centralizer M, and the one-parameter automorphism group OO on M, such 
that ~0(8,),=e+w. Let {u(s)},,~ be the one-parameter unitary group in 
M implementing OO. By [4, Proposition IV.2.1, and Theorems IV.2.2 and 
2.41 the extended modular automorphisms of M are, up to multiples by 
inner automorphisms, exactly the automorphisms 6: such that a;1 M,, = 1. 
Here c E Z1(FM)-the continuous one-cocycles in the flow of weights with 
respect o the flow FM. 
If P is a von Neumann algebra and (T is a continuous representation of 
R in Aut(P) then an automorphism c( of P which commutes with G, extends 
to an automorphism & of P x, R which leaves fixed the unitaries imple- 
menting O, see, e.g., [14, Propositions 3.4 and 4.21. In the notation of the 
previous paragraph let CI E Aut(M) be o-invariant and c((u(s)) = U(S), so R. 
Then by [7, Lemma 13.31 there is an isomorphism 
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such that 
3i=i’ (al/),,,OI)“l’ ‘. (1) 
or rather, since M = (CX M,,) -, 
62 = (al M,,,) >’ (2) 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let A4 be an infinite,factor with separable predual. Let 
w be a dominant weight and N = A4 x gi’S, R. Let z E Aut(M). Then d is inner 
in Aut(N) IT and only rf there are v E U(M) and an extended modular 
automorphism 0: qf M such that 
Proof: We know i is inner if and only if (U o Ad U) - is inner for 
u E U(M). Since there is u E U(M) such that w 0 cx = UOU* [4, Theorem II, 
1.11, we may replace CI by c( 0 Ad u and assume w is a-invariant. As in the 
proof of [7, Proposition 13.11 it follows from [4, p. 5691 that there exists 
b E U(M,,) such that Ad b 0 t~(u(s)) = u(s), s E R, hence, by (2), 
Adn(b)~&=(Adb~)cc)- =(Adboccl,,,,)“. 
Thus by (1) applied to Ad b 0 CI, bi is inner if and only if al M0, is inner. 
Assume 6 is inner. Then c(J~,, is inner, so there is u E U(M,) such that 
Ad u 0 LX ,,,(,, = z; hence by the discussion preceding the proposition, 
Ad u 0 a = 0: for a cocycle c. Thus CI = Ad v 0 0: , as asserted. 
To show the converse, it suffices to consider the case c1= 5)“. Choose as 
above b E U(M,,) such that Ad b(a a(u(s)) = u(s), SE R. Since @IM,, = 
o;I~,=z, Adbocrl,w=AdbJ,<,, is inner. Thus by the first paragraph of the 
proof Ad n(b) 0 &, and hence G, is inner. Q.E.D. 
If we combine the above proposition with Theorem 5.2, we obtain the 
following characterization of the pointwise inner automorphisms. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let A4 be a factor of type III,, 0 < 2 < 1, with separable 
predual. Let w be a dominant weight and a~Aut(M). Then CI is pointwise 
inner if and only if there are v E U(M) and an extended modular 
automorphism 5: such that 
We remark that if 0 < ;1< 1 the above theorem restricts to Corollary 3.4. 
In [4, IV.21 Connes and Takesaki defined a cohomology group 
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H’(F”) =Z’(F”)/B1(FM), where B’(F”‘) is the set of coboundaries in 
Z1(F”4). By [4, Corollary IV.2, 51, 
where o is any integrable weight. In particular, with o dominant we thus 
have from Theorem 5.5 and Proposition 4.2: 
COROLLARY 5.6. Let M he a factor of type III,, 0 6 I < 1, with 
separable predual. Let q4 be a faithful normal semtfinite lacunary weight of 
infinite multiplicity on M. Then 
H’(Z, U(C,)) 1: H’(P). 
This corollary could also have been deduced from [4, Appendix] (see 
also [ 13, Theorem 3.11) by proper measure theoretic translations of the 
theory of the flow of weights. 
Conjecture. Let M be a factor of type III, with separable predual. Let 4 
be a faithful normal strictly semifinite weight. Then an automorphism tl of M 
is pointwise inner if and only zf there are u E U(M) and t E IR such that 
6. THE NONSEPARABLE CASE 
We show that in the nonseparable case pointwise inner automorphisms 
are not as well behaved as in the separable case. Explicitly we shall exhibit 
outer automorphisms of II,-factors which are pointwise inner. If r is a trace 
on a II,-factor M then llxllz = t(~*x)“* for XE M. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let M be a factor of type II, with a finite normal trace z. 
Let c( E Aut(M), and let E > 0 and x E M+. Then there is u = u(x, E) E U(M) 
such that 
JIa(x)-uxu*1l*< E. 
Proof Let 4 = z(x’ 1 ) E MC. From the proof of [7, Theorem 12.41 a is 
approximately pointwise inner, hence there is u = u(x, E) E U(M) such that 
11q5~a-‘-uqk*~I <E’. 
Since 5 is a-invariant being the unique trace, T(x’a-‘( y)) = z(a(x’) y). Thus 
we have 
b(a(X*)Y) - T(UX*U*Y)i < &* IlYli, REM. 
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Hence 
By an inequality of Powers and the second author, see [ 10, Lemma 4.11, 
I/cr(x)-uxu*II,< IIcI(x)2-(uxu*)211:‘2<c, Q.E.D. 
Let M be a factor of type II, with separable predual. Let o be a free 
ultralilter on RJ. Let 
I,= (x,)E~m(N w: IlX,ll2~ 0 
i 1 
Then M, is known to be a II,-factor, see, e.g., [S]. Denote by rc, the 
canonical homomorphism of 1 J[ (N, M) onto M,. If x = (x,) E 1”( N, M) 
let X= TT,((x,))EM,,, and if a~Aut(M) let a,,~Aut(M,) be defined by 
%J(3 = ?o((a(xn))). 
THEOREM 6.2. In the above notation if a~Aut(M) is outer and not 
approximately inner, then c(,,) is pointwise inner and outer. 
Proqf: We first show CI,, is pointwise inner. Let X= rc,((x,))~ M,:. We 
can assume all x, E M+. By Lemma 6.1 there exists for each n E IV, 
u,, E U(M) such that 
1 
ll~(x,,)-~,.y,u,*ll?~~. 
Let U = z,,,((u,)). Then U E U(M,) and 
---* zmu - %A4 = %((%X,,~,* - dx,J)) = 0. 
Thus by Lemma 2.2 a,, is pointwise inner. 
We next show c1,,, is outer in Aut(M,,>). If not there is U= 
rc,,((u,)) E U(M,) such that a, = Ad U. Now if rc is a homomorphism of a 
unital C*-algebra A onto a von Neumann algebra N then for each 
UE U(N) there is VE U(A) such that z(v)= U. Indeed there is hE N+ such 
that u = exp(ih). Choose k E A + such that z(k) = h. Then n(exp(ik)) = u. 
We can thus assume each U, E U(M). Let x’, . . . . x”’ EM+. Let XI: = xk, 
n E N. Then a,,,(.?“) = UXkU*, whence 
lim 11 u,,xku: -a(xk)l12=0, k = 1, . . . . m, 
<?I 
showing that CY is approximately inner, contrary to assumption. Q.E.D. 
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APPENDIX: NON-SMOOTHNESSOFTHE COHOMOLOGYGROUP H'(Z,U(C,)) 
Colin Sutherland 
It is shown that the cohomology groups H’(Z, U(C,)) and H1(FM) in 
the previous discussion are non-smooth Bore1 spaces. This will follow from 
a more general result stated below. 
We let (X, ,u) be a standard non-atomic measure space, and we let % 
denote the unitary group in L”(X, p). With an ergodic action of Z on 
(X, cl) we let Z’, B ‘, and H’ be the usual spaces of 1-cocycles, coboundaries, 
and the quotient cocycles/coboundaries with the topology of convergence 
in measure (as in [4, pp. 18, 19, 241). 
THEOREM. For any ergodic action of Z on (X, p), H1(Z, 92) is not 
smooth. 
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The proof will be accomplished by showing the existence of a Bore1 
homomorphism R + Z’(& 02) by i. -+ d”, with d” E B ‘(& 22) if and only if 
2 E az + 27cL, where G( $2nQ is given in advance. Then non-smoothness of 
H’ now follows from that of R/ccz+2~Z (which in turn follows from [3, 
Theorem 7.2, p. 1481). We divide the proof into three parts. 
(1) Observe that by [l, p. 3091 H’(Z, #) N HL(%!‘, U), where S! is 
the equivalence relation on (A’, ,u) generated by the Z-action, and this 
isomorphism is derived from an isomorphism of Z’(L, %) with Z’(a, If) 
carrying B’(Z, “2) onto B’(SY, 8). (The point of doing this is that we may 
work with any realization of B that we choose.) 
(2) The case 8 =8,,, the hyperjinite II,-relation. Let CIE R, cc$2rrQ, 
and realize 9,) as the relation on U generated by the transformation 
Tz = e’“z. Define d”: 9 + U for 3. E R by 
d”( T”,, ;) = p’“‘, 
and observe d’e Z’(%, U). (Note that in the Z’(Z, %) picture d”(n) = 
e”“1, where 1 E% is the constant function.) 
Note that d’ cobounds if and only if 
d’( 1) = c( Tz)/c(z) a.e. 
for some c E 02, which is equivalent to saying 
c(z)ezi = c( Tz) a.e. 
or to 
a.e. 
Let c = XII. B c,,z” be the Fourier expansion of c (with convergence in I,*). 
Then the above equivalence holds if and only if 
a.e., 
so that 
n E Z. (*I 
Thus, if c,, # 0, e” = einoa, so that II E aZ + 27rZ. 
Conversely, if A E aZ + 27rZ then (*) has a solution, so d” cobounds, and 
we have shown d” is a coboundary if and only if 1 E crZ + 27cZ, from which 
it follows that H1(W, U) is not smooth. (This idea is taken from [2, 
p. 6861.) 
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(3) The case of general 9’. By Krieger’s theorem 
%!~9?x9()= {((x,z), ( x’, z’)): (x, x’) E 9, (z, z’) E ~()}, 
so that HL(W, U) N H$W x &TO, U). Define 
d”((x, z), (x’, z’)) = d”(z, z’), 
and note that A-+ d": E Z’(9 x 9&, 8) is a homomorphism. Clearly, if d” 
cobounds, so does d". 
Conversely, if 
d”((x, z), (x’, z’)) = f(x, z)/f(x’, z’) a.e. 
then, taking z = z’, we get f(x, z) = f( x’, z) a.e. for each z, so by ergodicity, 
f(x, z) = g(z) a.e., and so d’(z, z’) = g(z)/g(z’) a.e. But this means that d” 
cobounds; so by case (2), d" is a coboundary if and only if A E crZ + 27~77, 
and again HL(W, T) is not smooth. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Essentially the same argument shows that if we have an 
amenable ergodic action of a locally compact group G on (X, p), then 
H’(G, %) is not smooth. In particular, H’(G, @) is not smooth for any 
properly ergodic action of an amenable group G on (X, p). 
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